Binary mixtures of liquid crystalline compounds with a reentrant smectic-A* phase.
Binary mixtures of chiral liquid crystalline homologs have been studied. One compound designated 9ZBL exhibited reentrancy of a paraelectric smectic-A* phase, SmA*(RE), below the ferroelectric SmC* phase in the SmA*-SmC*-SmA*RE phase sequence. Stabilization of the SmA(RE) phase is established from studying binary mixtures of 9ZBL with its neighboring homologs 8ZBL and 10ZBL. Compound 8ZBL exhibits only SmA* phase in a wide temperature range and for 10ZBL the SmA*-SmC* phase sequence is observed on cooling. X-ray studies, dielectric spectroscopy, polarization, and tilt angle measurements have been carried out to characterize studied materials. For binary mixtures 9ZBL-10ZBL the reentrant SmA_(RE*) phase is observed for all studied concentrations. For binary mixtures 9ZBL-8ZBL a very small amount of 8ZBL (up to 0.5 mole %) causes disappearance of the SmC* phase. Nevertheless, a small anomaly in the temperature dependencies of the layer spacing, d(T), accompanied by a significant decrease in diffracted x-ray intensity occurs within the SmA* phase for mixtures containing up to 20 mole % of 8ZBL. This anomaly is evidence of the existence of a boundary between the SmA* and SmA(RE*) phases, thus proving their different nature.